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We�re crazy. So claims 1adruck of Judenburg. Crazy about ideas. Formerly traditional offset printers, they
were quick to grasp the necessity for branching out in order to stay in business and to grow. The company
developed a second mainstay in digital printing a decade ago, and continues to penetrate new niches.
lenticular printing: the Nyala 2 is far
too versatile and productive to use just for
that.

Flatbed and roll to roll
The Nyala 2 UV printer has a flatbed 3.2
metres wide by 2 metres deep and is
capable of printing up to 206 m² per hour.
The print quality laid down on the substrate at that speed has dumbfounded
some customers: it could easily pass for
generally acceptable production quality,
and is fully workable in practice. 1adruck
ordered their Nyala 2 with the roll to roll
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Two more of the nine colour channels on
the Nyala 2 carry white ink and varnish.
They come into play for printing on acrylic
or glass, and for tactile finishes. Handmade samples are often created with matt
or glossy finishes that are reproduced with
offset printing when they go into production. Considering all the possibilities
offered by their Nyala 2, the 1a team can
devote themselves to what they like doing
best: figuring out crazy print products and
making them happen.

A source of ideas
“The Nyala 2 enables us to further intensify
our quest for new ideas and products”,
says Uwe Sannemann. “In a way, we see
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